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UOP acquires old
Delta site - adds
43 acres to campus
President McCaffrey, the
Long Range Planning Commi
ttee and a group of Bay Area
architects are working out
plans for the use of the Greater
Pacific Campus, formerly the
old Delta College site. The pro
perty was purchased by UOP
last summer from the Stock
ton Unified School District for
$4.5 million.

Delta's old library. A few
communication arts and
biology courses were alreadyheld on the Greater Pacific
Campus this week.

The adjacent 43-aere site,
stretching from Stadium Dr. to
Mendocino Ave., contains nine
permanent buildings which
will replace many of the tem
porary facilities on the main
UOP campus. Delta College is
gradually moving to its new
facilities on Pacific Ave.
The Long Range, Planning
Committee,
comprised
of
students, administrators, nonacademic personnel and
faculty, has decided the library
building, located on the corner
of
Kensington
Way
and
Stadium Dr.. will house the
School of Kdueation beginning
next semester. Also, the Irving
Martin Memorial Library at
UOP will be given more "elbowroom" when several non-circu
lating collections are moved to

Dean

"THE MAIN REASON be
hind the acquisition of the site
is to improve the instructional
resources of UOP," commen
ted Vice President-Executive
Assistant
Clifford Dochterman. "We can accomplish
this by removing the sub
standard buildings on themain
campus and others which are
presently overcrowded."

Friday, September 13, 1974
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First phase of
new University
Center open

The
nine
buildings,
providing 228,849 square feet of
space, include two multi-story
buildings,
a performing
theatre and several large
multi-purpose
buildings.
Several shop' facilities will be
used
as
maintenance
buildings. In addition, some
older structures will be re
placed
with
lawn
and
recreation areas.
"The
Greater
Pacific
Campus will be brought into
architectual harmony w ith the
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Hand named

One hundred ten UOP
students found a new home
when the $3 million University
Center opened its doors last
week.
The complex, which has
been under construction forthe
past 17 months, houses junior,
senior and graduate students
in townhouse style apart
ments on the third and fourth
floors. The upstairs area in
each apartment includes two
bedrooms and a bathroom. The
downstairs features a living
room and a kitchen. All of the
units
are
completely
furnished.
EIGHT FLATS or singlelevel apartments are also pro
vided. There is one special
apartment for the handi
capped. Spacious patio areas
and walkways surround the
apartments.

Room costs vary with Hie
number students residing in
each unit. The charge per year
for three in an apartment is
$675. $560 for four.students and
$448 for five. "So far. tilestudents are generally verypleased with the new accom
modations," said universityHousing Director Stan Green
The facilities lodged on the
first two floors are expected to
he ready for operation later
this semester. A bookstore,
dining room, Rathskellar Res
taurant, arts and crafts room,
theater, multi-purpose room,
art gallery, grocery-delica
tessen. ASUOP offices and tiltinformation center will be in
cluded on the first and second
floors.
Gary L. Klecmann has
been named the UniversityCenter director. Klecmann. a
resident of Irvine, California,
will supervise the Center

activities. He was campus
union director for one year at
the University of California,
Irvine, and served two years as
director of -student ucli\ ilies
and assistant college union
director at Boise State College.
Idaho.
The 28-year-old Klecmann
received his B.A. degree from
San Jose State University in
1968 and an M.S. degree from
Oregon State University in
1973. He is a Navy veteran and
a member of the Association of
College Unions-International.

Serving as head residents
are Mr. and Mrs. Randy
Snyder, both 1974 UOP gra
duates and attending gra
duate school here. Snyder is a
.member and past president ol
the Omega Phi Alpha fra
ternity. His w ile is a member of
the
Kappa
Alpha Thela
sorority. The couple was
married this past summer.

Invading the new home

acting Academic VP
Dr. Clifford J. Hand, a
faculty member and admini
strator at UOP for the past 17
years, is the new acting aca
demic vice president of the uni
versity.
His temporary appoint
ment was made necessary by
the inability of the university to
select a permanent admini
strator for the position. The
post has been vacant since Dr.
Alistar McCrone resigned in
June to become president of
Humboldt State University.

Back to bookin'
Freshman Sharon Malloch dis
covered jusl what higher
education is all about when she
purchased her first set of books
this week. UOP students began
sw arming back to the Stockton
campus last week in pre

paration for Monday classes
after a three month vacation.
Sharon
shrugged off
her
burdensome bundle, feeling
she was lucky to be carrying
only 16 units.

During
the
summer
months, the Academic Vice
Presidential Search (AVPS)
Committee selected Howard
Brooks, who i,s now president of
Claremont College, us a can
didate
for
permanent
academic vice president. In
August. Brooks decided to re
main at Claremont College.

according Dean of Students
Judith Chambers who acted as
secretary
for
the
AVPS
Committee.
With the current school
year about to begin, UOP
President Stanley McCaffrey
appointed Hand to the position
for 1974-75.
McCaffrey said. "I know of
no ode who is more devoted to
the university or more know
ledgeable of university aca
demic matters than Dr. Hand.
The university is fortunate that
we have a person of his exper
ience and qualifications to
assume this important respon
sibility."
The position of academicvice president includes lop
administrative responsibility
for the development and coor-
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Ho liquor in Rathskellar-new grocery an uncertainty
B>

JOE GOLDEEN

Lost spring, shortly after
udents votvd to allow liquor
"lc' University Center's
I^H'skellar. the Board of
'Tents unanimously voted
^gainst the idea. Ill addition.
' Proposed campus grocery
S(l|c may not come through.
j

"ie major reasons given
"«* B,,l"'d's action against
Rathskellar were the
al'"? ,s''y s 'Libility to serve
tol and the fact that no one
ndw 2' eould
!nii.
^"ulu e.
enter the pre**

while

Vj

H

0

liquor was being
according to ASUOP

President. Mark Kogo.

I H'ver, Kogo said the UOP

siili^m Stanley McCaffrey
jSs 1ils an open mind on the
sj(]lU
would possibly reconJr " 'he drinking age was

""vere(|

'''iLLl.MlNAKY

PLANS

for the Rathskellar. opening m
early October, include week
end entertainment, a variety ot
pizzas and delectable sand
wiches. waitresses in peasant
dresses and waiters in monk
frocks. Due to the Regent sde
cision only soft drinks will be
served. Although completely
distinct in atmosphere, the
Rathskellar should replace the
extinct Fat City Annex as a
gathering place for students,
according
to
Rathskellar
Manager Jim Harrington.
The possibility of a grocery
store looks good, but isn't a cer
tainty. According to Larry
lainty
Ginesi, ASUOP president, the
proposed store is still init he
negotiating
stage.
ASl
wants to operate the store, but
the University Center Plan
ning Committee fears a loss of
revenue.

Judith Chambers, dean ol
.students and chairwoman ot
the committee, said tlieie is a

possibility that the record
store, and maybe the loan
store. will move in with the
grocery facility. This will help
economize on each establish
ments' operational expenses
and attract more students, she
added But ASUOP believes
that not enough room is
avui" _ble for both stores in the
proposed Center location.
There is also the possibility
that the three stores combined
would temporarily move into
the present End Zone location.
It approved, the grocery store
will boast prices "a shade
above Gemeo's." Among 11101chandise sold will be lurkey
burgers, plants and possibly
student-made cralts.
ASUOP WILL be opera
ting a telephone information
,linc
to answer students
general questions concerning
campus and community events
via a recorded message. Ihe
line, which will be in operation
as soon as ASUOP occupies the

new Center offices, can be
reached by „#olh off-campus
and centrex ptioncs.
The ASUOP Office of Infor
mation. according to Director
Mike Taylor, will be putting out
a
newsletter
on
ASUOP
activities. It will be sent to all
dormitories and possibly to ol fcampus studentS starting next
week. The information line and
the newsletter are efforts on
the part of ASUOP to bring the
student body closer through
easy-access communication.

Through the efforts of
Karen Akerson, director of
ASUOP Academic Affairs, a
subcommittee has been or
ganized to investigate grading
procedures. Sixty per cent of
all grades given at UOP are A's
and B's, a reportedly high
amount.
ASUOP
handles
student grade grievances and,
also, if any student has not re
ceived a course syllabus or has

not been told his course expec
tations. he should report this to

ASUOP.
The lobby representing
private colleges has been reor
ganized as the Independent
-California College and Univer
sity
Students
Association
(ICCUSA). Prospective mem
bers include USC andStanford.
THE SOCIAL commission
in conjunction with the Video
Tape Network (VTN), will
sponsor several productions
at Anderson Y. The
first film, to be aired Sept. 1521, will be the "National Lam
poon Show" at 6 p.m.. 8 p.m.
audio p.m.
Also, the Anderson Y will
be sponsoring 48 movies this
year. By mid-October, the new
Center Theater should be open.
Some of the films scheduled in
clude "Butch Cassidy and the
Sundance
Kid".
"De
liverance". "2001: A SpaceOdyssey" and "Paper Moon."

The new Uni- -rs>Vr<
uelcoineu ivo st-uuciu. into us
third and fourth floor living
facilities last week, TOP
PHOTO: A crowd of excited

i'h-nts rush upstairs to start
mot ing in to their apartments.
BOTTOM PHOTO: A student
relaxes in his new home altera
tiring day ot moving.

Friday, September 1^ ] f J /
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miscellany
FATHER
MICHAEL
DOIIKNY. a missionary priest
who just returned I rum lamino
rebel work in Bangladesh 1110
\emen and Ethiopia- .will be
speaking on eailipus So pi III al
7 :iti p.m. in Kayniond Greal
Mall A roooption in Ins honor
will bo given this Sunday al
"Paul Fairbrook's homo. 1147
KI ill wood from 3-7 p.m. All
those inloroslod in mooting
Father Doliony are welcome to
attend. Father Doliony has
spoken twice on this campus
concerning
Hialra
and
Bangladesh.

DR.

STANLEY

E.

MCCAFFREY, UOP presi
dent. will appear on Channel
13. KOVR-TV. tomorrow on a
program entitled "Focus on
Education." The 7 a.m. broad
cast will feature views on the
upcoming school year by
McCaffrey, Gaylord Nelson.
Sail Joaquin County super
intendent of schools. Leo
Palmiler, Sacremento County
superenlendent of schools and
Stale Senator Albert Rodda.
chairman of the Senate Educa
tion Committee.
THE HISTORY OF
SCIENCE, a film series
sponsored
by
various
departments of the universtiy.
is now being show n at several
local ions on campus. Based on
the theme "The Ascent ol
Man", this 13 week series can
be seen on Mondays at 11 p.m.
in WPC's Albright Auditorium.
Tuesdays at noon in Sears114.4
p.m. in Anderson Lecture Hall
and 7 p.m. in Knoles 210.
M.E.Ch.A. iMovimicnto
Estudiantil Chicanode Azltan)
holds
meetings
every
Thursday at 7 p.m. in the
Wendell Phillips Lounge on
the south side of the building
Anyone who is interested
should attend the first meeting
in he held this Thursday.
Sept. 10
A PUBLIC INTERNSHIP
is being offered through the
political science department of
COP.
Juniors and seniors
interested in getting unit credit
lor working for a public agency
should contact Dr. Jerry B
Briscoe, Bannisler213, as soon
as possible to secure a position.
ASUOP HAS several
positions open this fall for
interested students.
Three
students are needed to
organize the private college
student's lobby ana 41
constituent senate seats are
open.
To be a senator.all a
student has to do is gel 100

New man

FATHER
DOHENY
with Bengali boy

signatures
of
ASUOP
members. Among the paid
positions still unfilled are a
parliamentarian for senate
meetings a director for the
Travel Agency, an assistant
director for the Fairhousing
Agency and several resear
chers tor the Office of
Academic
Affairs.
Appli
cations are being accepted now
in the ASUOP office.
DR.
STEPHEN
K.
BAILEY, vice-president of the
American
Council
on
Education, will be the keynote
speaker at the first President's
All
Universty Conference
tomorrow. Bailey will address
faculty, administrators, stu
dents and alumni on the sub
ject "The Future of American
Higher Education" at 9:30
a.m. in the Speech Arts
Auditorium on the recently
acquired Delta campus. Bailey
is a former Rhodes scholar and
Fullbright lecturer.
UOP President McCaffrey
said the conference is being
held to give the total UOP
community the opportunity to
meet at the start of the school
year and consider matters of
importance y> the University.
Other speakers during the
conference
will
include
Chairman of the Board of
Regents Ted F. Baun and
Acting
Academic
Vice
President Clifford J. Hand.
THESTUDENT
CALIFORNIA
Teachers
Association (SCTA) is the only
stale-wide
pre-prolessional
organization for college
students
interested
in
education and teaching as a
career. They w ill be holding a
workshop this Thursday, Sept.
19. in WPC 242. If you are
interested in joining the SCTA ,
call Jan Wylie al 478-3262 or
Cleo Alvarez at 464-3343. The
SCTA office is located in the
Teacher Corps offices on the
first floor of Bannister Hall

The COP biology department is offering a $25 reward
for the ret urn ol two skeletons taken from Weber Hall over
the summer. Inlbrmatin on the whereabouts of either
skeleton would be most appreciated, as they are quite
difficult to replace.
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BARR, 37, was involved
with various aspects of student
life at
Michigan State
University, including the
director of eight residence
halls, graduate resident
advisor and assistant director
of student activities.
He has a B.A. from
Wheaton College and M.A.T.
and Ph.D. from Michigan State
University.
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WILLIAM H. BARR

Scene at new recreation area

THE COP ART depart ment is looking lor i studio
assistant 11.
'Phi. , is a
temporary part-time position ,
spanning from Sept. to Dec.
and from Feb. to May. The job
will pay $2 an hour and you
should expect to work
approximately seven hours per
week.
You should have a
general knowledge of art and
possess
effective
or
ganizational
skills.
Appli
cations can be obtained in the
art department, and should be
in by this Monday.

Dedication leads HEP
program to top
mathematics, because these
are the areas the students need
to know to pass the General
Education
Development
exams to receive a high school
diploma.
The ratings cover the 197374 school year, when Pacific
was first in number of
graduates at 77 and had the
fewest dropouts at 7.
He said the high rating
from the federal officials
reflects "the hard work and
dedication of all those
associated
with HEP at
Pacific."
He said
the
instructors, counselors and
staff share the honor of both the
high rating and the fact that
Dr. Wilson Riles, California's
superintendent of public
instruction, has also praised
the program here.

SEE SANYO AT

New student enrollment
highest ever

I
I

The University ol the
Pacific can boast its largest
entering class in 123 years as
an institution. . However, the
increase is not that signiiicanl. It is only slightly higher
than the number ol in-coming
students last fall.
According to E. Leslie
Medio rd.
director
ol
admissions, there are 820
freshman and 455 transfer
students, totalling 1275. The
freshman class is seven per
cent larger than last year,
while the transfer group is
slightly down. Overall UOP
enrollment figures for this
semester have not yet been
compiled.
There are more men than
women in the entering class,
unlike last year. Historically,
there are more women in the
freshman class, so Medlord
sees this new trend as helpful!
in balancing
the campus
population.
HOUSING DIRECTOR
Stanley Green said that "there
is a place for everybody" re
garding: student housing and
thai Ilk-only overflow existing
is in the Quad dorms. Those
filled over their capacity are
Carter House, w ill) lour extra
students, and Jessie Ballan-

tyne. with three extra stu
dents. These students are
housed in lounges, normally
used for studying and other
activities.
The South-West Complex
is presently at normal capacity.
However, several of its third floir
rooms, normally guest rooms,
were occupied by displaced
students, as were two of the
dorm's game rooms, during the
first few days of classes. Origi
nally, it was thought the univer
sity would not be able to houseall
those students who requested
campus
housing. Due to
severalstudents who haven't
appeared and the university's
over-flow housing arrangnients,
no problem exists now,
accroding to Green.
"There is a trend nationwide
for students to move back onto
campus." Green believes the
major reason for this is the
economy and the convenience of
living on campus. "Inflation has
effected everything. Once on
campus, a student has virtually
no travel expenses, lie saves
$ 1.18 a day on comparable food
under the mel ticket program
and the only bills he has to pay
(tuition, room and board) all go
on a single account in the
Finance Cenlir."

Member, "Society of Audio Consultants'
6130 Pacific Avenue
477 0082
Entire Sales Staff Certified
20 years of sales and service
Audio Consultants
jr the same location
Most complete. Qualified
service shop in California

Financing to 36 months,
90 days, no interest charge

"We Service Everything We Sell"

BawwAmebicardI

background
knowledge of
urban issues and problems,
past, present and future. As a
major, the student must
complete a minimum of 13
courses from those offered by
the five social science
departments
and
the
department
of
geologygeography.

i
i
i

of some of the problems that go
into
planning
and
implementing decisions.
While
teaching
at
Stanford, Childs started an
Urban Affairs Program.
He sees Stockton as an
excellent area for the study of
urban affairs, with its strong
racial, economic and social
divisions.
He has been
studying urban problems since
the mid-1960's. Childs added
that there is a definite need to
explore this area further.
Anyone interested in the
Urban Affairs Program should
contact Dr. Childs in Bannister
Hall.
Other members of the
advisory committee, who also
teach most ol the courses
offered in the program in
clude: 'Sully Miller. History;
John
Carew.
Economies;
Mark Ealey. Black Studies:
Eay Goleman.
Sociology /Education; Roger
Burnett.
Geography;
unci
Jerry
Briscoe. Political
Science.

and

BEREA
BAPTIST
CHURCH
4957 QUASHNICK RD.
ph. 478-6431 or 478-28 69

New appointments

ReagJD
bill <l>

he will ^to a
penalties for p<
to
marijuana
Alan
Assemblyman
passed both houses o

announced at Pacific

last month.

Reagan conien '

THE THREE courses,
required of all majors, include
Urban
Problems
and
Prospects, State and Local
Government, and an Urban
Research Seminar which will
bring majors together during
their senior year.
Rounding out what Childs,
a sociology professor, terms as
a "depth within breadth"
program, the "major must
have completed four courses in
one discipline in order to
• I
F
V
OIT
STILL 1 achieve an emphasis in a
!
IF
YOU
Z particular area of concern.
I THINK
Also, students are offered
" of God as a faraway = the opportunity to work for the
I white bearded old fellow I City of Stockton as a public
Z the way you did when affairs intern, gaining
valuable first-hand experience
•you were a child-Grow

|
up
spiritually
attend...

Grave cov
Governor

Urban affairs program
underway at Pacific
A major in Urban Affairs is
being offered through COP for
the first time. Understanding
the governances of the city is
one of the basic objectives of
this
cross-disciplinary
program.
Roy Childs, director of the
program, and a committee of
professors from the social
science
and geography
departments, have brought
together a range of courses
relevant to the study of urban
affairs
The program will offer the
student the chance to raise
issues
and
formulate
questions,
while shedding
some insight upon the decision
making process.Childs would
like the student to come out of
the program with sufficient
research skills and a good

basketball court, a volleyball
court, four seating pavillions
and a law n. UOP architect Lyn
Abbot developed the area.
Plans for a bicycle/foot path
and lighting on the courts are in
the making.

Pictured above is a group of
students enjoying a game of
basketball on the recreation
area,adjaccent to the gym
nasium. The outdoor facility,
completed on Monday in
cludes regulation and practice

New M a j o r

Sanyo 4-Channel Stereo offers sound in the home
that is truly equivalent to sound in the concert hall
in feeling and in presence...an important breakthrough
in improved musical listening quality. Superbly designed
in rich solid wood, Sanyo brings beauty and sound
to perfection.
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Position
open in
Art Dept

The High School Equi
valency Program (HEP) at
UOP has been rated the best of
eight
similar
programs
nationwide for the second year
in a row according to Federal
Department
of
Labor
Statistics.
Angel Perea, director of
HEP, said the ratings were
based on several factors,
including the number of
graduates, their success in
finding jobs or being admitted
to college, the dropout rate and
the
general
academic
program.
HEP allows children of
migrant and seasonal farm
workers to complete their high
school education. The five
main academic areas of study
are
science,
English,
literature, social studies and

fw
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assistants. "I would like to
develop an internship prog ram
for the residence personnel,
giving emphasis to listening
and counseling skills.

THE POSTwas left vacant
by the resignation of the
former dean of men, Richard
Williams. Barr explained that
the change of title, from dean
of men to associate dean of
students, does not reflect any
changes in responsibilities. lie
said that since UOP is
co—educational and his duties
concern
both sexes, the
original title was a Little old
fashioned."
Barr added that the
challenge presented by this
position attracted him to UOP.
"UOP is a good school, with a
fine teaching staff and the
excellent cluster colleges. If it
wasn't basically good, any
changes I would make would
be worthless."
He hopes to see a training
program developed for head
residents
and
resident

lit"'
ft*

fiSS*

replaces Dean
William H. Barr, formerly
the assistant director of
student activities at Michigan
State University, has been
appointed associate dean of
students at UOP.
Ho has general adminis
trative
responsibilities
in
counseling, student orientation
and fraternal organization as
well as direct responsibility lor
all campus housing,
campus housing.
Dean of Students Judith
Chambers said that Barr was
selected in a nationwide search
involving 300 candidates.

lb*

PRELAW STUDENTS
Register Now For October 9 r December LSAT
Review Course to maximize your LSAT score
Instruction exclusively 111 exam-Hiking iccnniqucs used
successfully by California IVc-Las Students.
Taught in Berkely by practicing lawyers.
COURSE FOR OCT.12 LSAT STARTS OCT 1
COURSE FOR DEC.7 LSAT STARTS NOV.20
For complete inlormationeall today (415) 254-7045
write P.O. Box 54. Orinda. Calif. <14563

Several people assumed
permanent positions with UOP
during the summer. Some of
them are new faces around
campus hut others arc merely
wearing new hats.
Stanley B. Kobsel has been
named UOP's director of
annual fund programs.
James Norvell. director of
development, said that Kobsef
is responsible for coordinating
the "broad-gauged annual
fund programs among alumni,
parents, friends and other
constituents
related
to
Pacific."
The annual fund programs
at UOP must produce about
$900,000 explained Norvell, to
underwrite a major portion of
the University's extensive
scholarship program.
Kobsef, with 11 years
experience in fund raising,
directed a recent $2 million
Capital Fund Drive at the
California College of Arts and
Crafts in Oakland. Previously,
he spent five years in
development and fund raising
work at UC Berkley.
Kobsef holds a B.A. in
communication and public
policy from UC Berkley
Thomas
W.
Witter
executive vice president of
Dean Witter & Company in San
Francisco,
was
recently
appointed to the UOP Board of
Regents.
Witter, a resident of
Piedmont, has been with the
nationwide brokerage firm
since 1953. He became a
partner in 1958 and executive
vice president and member of
the board of directors in 1968.
David S.Goedecke has
been
named
executive
assistant to the dean at UOP's
Conservatory of Music.
Before the appointment, he
was an assistant professor of
music education and the
University band director.
Goedcckc will continue his
duties directing the Pacific
Music Camp, Pacific Music

Clinic, marching, jazz and that the public will In
varsity
bands. He has of approval of mariju.
relinquished concert band and the bill.
otheracademic assignments to
Reforms of the n
assume this newly created
overdue. Public senl
position.
changed drastically •« ml
At
Callison College, section of society is 1
Stanley W. Croker, former! penalties for possessu >n. C
assistant prefessor of social
three states to treat first-oil
sciences,is now the preceptor.;
Croker will assist Callison) of small amounts of marijua
Provost Otis Shao with offender retains a permam
administrative assignments at record for the rest of I
lit
the cluster college.
He
when the conviction
succeeded Dr. Gerald Hewitt,
who resumed his full-time demeanor. Individual
times of marijuana pos
teaching duties at Callison.
Cynthia Palmer, a 1974 life imprisonment.
graduate of UOP, has been
These harsh, unju'st pi
hired
as a
development
fective as deterrents lo
assistant.
She
replaces
Marilyn Felony arrests < or mariju
California inert*. ised 1 10m
Dunlavy, who is now
UOPadmissions counselor.
88,110 in 1973, ac
Three
people
were of Criminal Statii
recently appointed lo positions
on the UOPadmissions staff. prised 25 pe
William A. Henley has been) s'ate last year. lh<
named assistant director and; those arrested w
ulu
Stephanie R. Wilson
and] 18.
Marilyn Dunlavy have been
named admissions counselors.
Henley was administrative
assistant in the admissions
office of Columbia University
Teaeha-s College the past year.
Previously, hewasa student per
sonnel assistant al Ohio Slate
University, where he received his
B.A. and MA.
Wilson, a resident of Lodi.
recently
received
her
elementary leaching credential
from California Slate University
at Sacramento. She received litr
B-A. front UC Davisand attended
UOP one year as an under
graduate student.
Dunlavy,
a
Callisonj
College graduate, formerly
held a development assistant
position with the University. !
Dean of Admissions, El
Leslie Medford, noted that thel
three appointments involved |
replacement not expansion of,
the staff.

Pacific students capture
win in writing contest
Three
UOP students
recently won the annual
Charles Kirkbride writing
contest on California history.
Glenn
Youngling
of
Stockton received the first
prize of $50 for an article on
"Lesser Known Islands of San
Francisco Bay." The second
prize of $30 went to Dan
Whittaker of Lodi for his
article, "The Making of the
Empire Mine State Park."

I"

•
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Kurt Miyamura' of Stockto"
received the third prize ol
for "Columbia. Gem of tl"
Southern Mines."
The
late Charles N
Kirkbride of San Mateo. a<
alumnus and long-time 1'b'
trustee, endowed the anno-'
contest in 1954 by a grant to11,1
Calilornia History Foundation
which is now the Pacific Cent'*
for Western Historical Studii"
al UOP.

Seqanbu't Liquors
LIQUOR - WINE - DEUCATESSB4

Party Supplies - Groceries
Keg Beer • Free Delivery
|PHONE 478.3275
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FUNCTIONS.
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Let's set the liberation definition straight
(IFS)—In this modern age of
bra burning, abortion on de
mand and the sexual revolu
tion. nothing turns a man's
head
like a
"liberated"
woman. The days of the coy,
flirtatious sweet young thing 1
are over. The well-scrubbed
all-American dimpled cheer
leader no longer serves as the
object of the standard Ameri
can sexual fantasy.
• Men often identify the li
beration of women with sexual
freedom. After all, the most
popular feminist activity over
the lust few yc'urs. in the mule
view, has been the great bra

burning. And liberated wo
men lend to be more secure in
and open about their sexu
ality.
Today's cinematic Venus
is an update of that "bluejeaned-baby-queen,'' hair long
and straight, nipples showing
seductively through a sheer
halter.
It is easy tor men to ap
plaud this Helen Gurley Brown
version of femininity, in which
modern is "liberated" from
the drudgeries of housework so
that she may develop as a total
sensual being. A man 110 longer
has to conduct a carefully

planned, frustrating seduction
of the object of his fancy, ner
vously reminding himself that
"she wants it as much us I do."
Nowadays, all a man expects
to do is exchange greetings and
a few key political words, and
there she will be, assuming the
basic gynecological examina
tion position.
The attraction is more
than skin deep. A liberated wo
man is necessarily a strong wo
man . and that means, to many
men, an invulnerable woman,
one who doesn't need emotion
al support, affection, time or
concern. Wham, bam, thank

you ma'am. The all-American
girl.
And don't forget the sin
cere attraction of men to inde
pendent women, and the just us
sincere desire to quash that in
dependence and that con
temptible facade of invulnera
bility.
There is nothing invulner
able about strength. True
strength comes from compas
sion. from empathy witli suf
fering. from the recognition of
the need to fight lor a better
life. Like every other person, a
feminist has needs. The im
mediacy and desperationof the

cause his lungs are black with
coal dust, whose breasts dan
gle around her waist from nur
sing her children, is not wor
ried about being released from
the drudgeries of her life so
that she can develop us a sen
sual being: she is worried ubout having enough to eat.

women's movement indicates
to me that a liberated woman
may have deeper and more
crucial needs than her more
satisfied counterpart. What
sets her apart is that she un
derstands those needs, and will
light to earn their fulfillment.
There is nothing sexy
about the liberation of an
oppressed group.
Rosa Parks didn't sit in the
front section of a city bus and
spark the civil rights move
ment to be sexy: she sat down
because she was tired.,
An Appalachian woman,
her husband unable to work be

A ghetto welfare mother is
not bothered with dreams ol
free love; she is worried about
her children dying of rat bites.
The definition of the wo
men's movement in terms of
sexuality is a dangerous obtuscation of the real issues.

dangerous for both men and
women, because it couches a
language of sexual attitudes
which it is essential to dis ;
credit in a new and acceptable
vocabulary. So fur the wo
men's movement has li
berated men into a revolu
tionary expression of the same
old attitudes of phallic domi
nance. - The women's move
ment, I reiterate, is 11011(physically) sexual. It is not
that the corresponding sexual
revolution does not have merit,
it is that it has nothing to do. in
essence, with the .movement to
liberate women.

OPINION
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Grave concern over veto

•he court*are in

lenfs

Governor Reagan hinted last week that
h e will v e t o a b i l l t h a t w o u l d r e d u c e t h e
penalties for possession of small amounts of
marijuana
to
a
strict
misdemeanor.
Assemblyman Alan Sieroty'sbill (A.B. 2758)
passed both houses of t h e State Legislature
last m o n t h .
Reagan contended that he was "fearful
that t h e p u b l i c w i l l b e g i v e n t h e i m p r e s s i o n
of a p p r o v a l o f m a r i j u a n a u s e s h o u l d h e s i g n
t h e bill.
Reforms of the marijuana laws are long
overdue. Public sentiment toward pot has
changed drastically and now a wide crosssection of society is favoring t h e reform of
penalties for possession. California is o n e of
three states to treat first-offense possession
of s m a l l a m o u n t s o f m a r i j u a n a a s f e l o n y . T h e
offender retains a permanent felony arrest
record for t h e rest of his life, e v e n in cases
when the conviction is reduced t o mis
demeanor. Individuals convicted three
times o f m a r i j u a n a p o s s e s s i o n c a n b e g i v e n
life i m p r i s o n m e n t .
These harsh, unjust penalties are inef
fective a s d e t e r r e n t s t o m a r i j u a n a u s e .
Felony a r r e s t s f o r m a r i j u a n a v i o l a t i o n s i n
California i n c r e a s e d f r o m 7 3 , 0 6 1 i n 1 9 7 2 t o
88,110 i n 1 9 7 3 , a c c o r d i n g t o t h e S t a t e B u r e a u
of C r i m i n a l S t a t i s t i c s . M a r i j u a n a a r r e s t s c o m 
prised 2 5 p e r c e n t o f a l l f e l o n y a r r e s t s i n t h e
state last y e a r . T h e o v e r w h e l m i n g m a j o r i t y o f
those arrested w e r e adults over t h e a g e of

Pacific

hnM
"•arching, jazz and
"'"Ity
bunds.
He has!
Imqulshed concert band and
' her academic assignments to i
ssume this newly created
twiilon.

Al
Cullison
College,
tanle> W. Croker, former
ssistant prefessor of social!
ricnces.is now the preceptor.
Croker w ill assist Callison '
rnvoxt Otis Shao with
dtninislrutivc assignments at
le cluster college.
He
iccccdcd Dr. Gerald Hewitt,
ho resumed his full—time
'aching duties at Callison.
Cynthia Palmer, a 1974
ruduute of COP, has been
ired
as a
development
Mistunt.
She
replaces
Marilyn
lunlavy. who is now a
lOI'udmissions counselor.
Three
people
were
eccitlly appointed to positions 1
n the UOPadmissions staff. |
Milium A. Henley has been
anted assistant director and
18.
tephanie K. Wilson
and
lurilvn Dunlavy have been 1
amcd admissions counselors.

,
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A swarm of marijuana arrests clog our
already crowded courts and jails. And, pro
secuting these petty offenses can only dis
tract the law enforcement agencies from
concentrating on violent crimes. The Senate
Select Committee estimates that marijuana
law enforcement costs $100 million annually
in California.

UOP students voted in a special ASUOP
referendum last spring to discontinue the
Naranjado yearbook for the 1974-75 school
year. The results of the referendum, coupled
with lack of student interest in staff
positions, left the ASUOP Senate with no
choice but to cancel the Naranjado budget.

Removal of all criminal penalties for pri
vate possession and use of marijuana has
been recommended by staunch conser
v a t i v e W i l l i a m F. B u c k l e y , J r . , t h e A m e r i c a n
Bar Association and the American Public
'Health Association, just to name a few.
More and more,the non-user, as well as
t h e user, is realizing that the marijuana
penalties are unusually cruel, ineffective
and costly (in dollars and time) to the cri
minal justice system. Marijuana, likealcohol
during Prohibition, is here to stay. The
p u b l i c h a s b e c o m e a w a r e of t h i sa n d is r a p i d 
ly accepting it by moderating the laws.

It's a tragedy that there will be no year
book this year. An enthusiastic, hard
working and reliable staff can d o a number
of different things with a yearbook to make
it important t o students. Displaying creative
techniques in photography and typography
can give a yearbook an artistic and exciting
appearance. It can b e written and pre
sented in such a way that it will reflect the
mood of the student culture. Popular
music, art, dress and pastimes can be expres
sed effectively.

Governor Reagan's weak arguments are
intolerable. His imminent decision will be in
the worst interest of all Californians, espe
cially the taxpayers and the criminal justice
system. A.B. 2758, which could be a step in
the right direction for California, will be
used by Reagan to heighten his recordholding stack of vetoed bills, and countless
citizens will continue to pay the high price
for marijuana possession.

Certainly, those voting to discontinue
Naranjado will probably be disappointed
next spring when there is n o annual t o look
through. Despite criticisms about the quality
of the Naranjado the past few years, the
majority of students consistently show in
terest in reading the yearbook and in
v a r i a b l y c o m e l o o k i n g f o r it e a c h M a y .
A yearbook can be anything the staff
wants it t o be. It doesn't need to b e an all
"rah-rah" annual. The Naranjado could pro
vide an opportunity to exhibit colorful and
creative imagination and the freedom to
express, in any manner they wish, the events
and values of the student culture.
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Future letters policy
The opinions expressed in the letters to the editor do notnecessarily represent the opinions of the Pacifican staff. The
Pacifican staff reserves the right to edit any letter to the
editor. All letters must have the name and address of the
author, although name may be withheld upon request.
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There aren't any answers
this week because there aren't
any questions. This column de
pends on your letters. How
ever. we hope that our charac

ter's kookie roommate did not
return this fall. Meanwhile,
your doctor is researching a
peculiar disease, endemic at
UOP, called Administrative
Plumbism in Ano.
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Anderson Y theatre
nresents 'Citizen Kane'

Entertainment
Friday, September 13, 1974

Dage 4

LUIS REYES

calaveras caleadar
Tonight
7:30 p.m. Ice Cream Feed at the Knd Zone. Sponsored by ASUOP.
8 p.m. Santana at Winlerland.
8:30 p.m. Butterflies Are Free, a comedy. Stockton Civic Theatre.
Tomorrow
8 p.m. Santana at Winlerland.
8:30 p.m. Butterflies Are Free, a comedy. Stockton Civic Theatre.

CITIZEN KANE is a
cinema landmark. For its time
the film was a major break
through in film techniques.
Free flowing camera move
ments, fast cuts, disolves and
distinct lighting techniques
evoke the mood of the film. The
cast is made up of Welles'
Mercury Theater Company
which included Joseph Cotten.

Drama season opens
The University of the
Pacific Drama Department
will raise the curtain on its 1974
season with the play. "That
Championship Season."
Presented for lite first time
as a university production, this
play should be a strong enlry
for HOP in the American Col
lege Theatre competition in
October. I OP's production
will compete witn those from
other schools for the oppor
tunity to perform at the
Kennedy Center for the Per
forming Arts m Washington
D.C.

tween a coach and four former
members of a championship
basketball leant. The play
takes place at an annual
reunion, where the team
members desperately attempt
to el ing to 1he glory of thei r past
success amidst the dashed
hopes.
dissension.
and
disillusionment of the present.

"That
Championship
Season."
written
by
actor/playw rite Jason Miller,
is an intense study ol the deter
iorating
relationships
bc-

"That Championship Sea
son" was the winncrof the New
York Drama Critic's Award
for the best play of 1972.
Open auditions tor the live
male roles will be held in the
Hotunda Theatre on Monday.
September 16 at 7 p.m. Dr. Sy
M. Kahli. Drama Department
chairman, will lie directing the
play1 which opens October 18.

Citizen Kane will be
showing this weekend at 6:30
and 9:00 p.m. with matinees on
Saturday and Sunday 1:30 and
4:00 p.m.

CITIZEN KANE
The life of William Randolph Hearst

Outdoor pogentry

What
does a
black
detective and a gang of
Martians have incommon with
a union militant, an oil
executive and a homicidal
songstress?

Find out as the San Fran
cisco Mime Troupe presents its
detective thriller "The Great
Air Robbery."
The Mime Troupe goes
beyond Watergate and the

energy crisis to a future where
mere breathing is illegal. Only
the quick wits and waterproof
trencheoat of Ray Von. pri
vate eye. stand between the
American taxpayer and the
green hordes from Mars.
This
science-fiction
detective thriller, set to music,
will be presented on the Ander
son Y lawn September 17 at
noon. Watch as the San
Francisco Mime Troupe dares
to answer the question, "How
could things be worse?"

Renaissance
Pleasure
Faire open
Elizabethan England in all
its grandeur is currently being
recreated at the Eighth Annual
Renaissance Pleasure Faire in
Marin County. Parades and
processions begin as lords and
ladies, peasants and knights
join in revelry and song.
Five hundred entertainers
take to the five stages at the
Faire to perform mimes,
dances and authentic medieval
plays. Jugglers, puppeteers
and troubadours stroll about
and the Faire visitor is likely to
encounter
such
famous
historical personages as
Shakespeare or Robin Hood.

Mime Troupe here Tuesday
Show n above is just one of the
thrilling scenes to be presented
in the San Francisco Minte
Troupe's
production"The

Great Air Robbery" which will
be seen Tuesday on the
Anderson Y lawn.meginningat
noon.

Maypoles, jump ropes and
tug—o—wars are some of the
merrier diversions, but more
during participants may be
cajoled into log rolling.

GOOD NEWS!
NO FINANCE CHARGES on payments
made on time
You need a good typewriter right now. but you
don't have the cash, or you'd like to try it out
first? Right? Right!
The solution: Rent a
brand new portable y f
from us, tor only
f-—
——' u

VJ/ JL

\J

month

(" (

^pW/f

4" thm rent will apply, no intoroit or carrying
chargm. It it at timplo at that.

Select just the model you want from the full line
of famous portable typewriters, on display now.

The athletic department
has announced new pool hours
effective immediately. They
are 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday,

Wednesday and Friday: Tues
day and Thursday 1(1 a.m. to 6
p.m. and Saturday and Sun
day from noon to 5 p.m.

BODY SHOP

GOD KILLS

^Mtockton
MASTER CHARGE

JJjfypewriter Co,
6485 PACIFIC AVE.

BAHKAMER1CAR0

477-4465

[466-9372

NORTHSIDE
INDEPENDENT REPAIR

TILL 6

SAT TILL 5

MASTER CHARGE
BANKAMERICARD

948-6220

JACK FRIIMAN
3939 N. WEST LH.

MON-FRI

Local artisans display
their handiwork at craft
booths, while even the most
calorie-conscious
visitors
succumb to the temptations
offered by foods of the period
such as delectable honeycakes
or savory ribs.

For just a few dollars one
can spend a day in Merry Ole
England. Take Highway 101
north of San Francisco to
We have now expanded our facilities into
Highway 37 and drive east for
Datsunl, Toyota and small domestic cars.
one mile to the Black Point
Exit. Enjoy your pleasure at.
VOLKSWAGEN
DATSUN TOYOTA
the Renaissance Faire, 10 a.m.
COMPLETE REPAIRS & PARTS COMPLETE REPAIRS & PARTS to 6 p.m., Saturdays and
| Sundays through Sept. 29.
- USED CARS USED CARS

BODY SHOP

STOCKTON

JOHN l l< |<|

STOCKTON

fear,anxiety,loneliness
and other enemies of
mankind. We try to help
him at

Orson Wells and Joseph Cotton

Art exhibit enhances Tower gallery
watercolor at the College of
Arts and Crafts in Oakland and
with nationally known artist
Dan Petersen. She has staged
more than 30 one-woman
shows in California.
A reception is scheduled
for 8 p.m. on opening day in the

The exhibit, sponsored b\
the COP art department, will
be open for viewing from 9"'
Monday throuugh Friday. 1®^
on Saturdays and noon 10 4 01'
Sundays.

SPECIAL!
THIS WEEK ONLY!
HAMBURGERS
FOR $1.00

Berea Baptist Church
Quashnick
Rd.
Stockton
4957

ph. 478-6431 or 478-28fiq

tower lobby.
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Those students, interest''1
Iin Christian fellowship. sl'|
vice and personal growth a"

invited to attend the First Ik'P
list Church services, locate'"1
the corner of Euclid and '
Dorado. Morning and a'."'1
noon services arc held -sl1'
1,11
Idays and a Bible study
every Wednesday at 7:36 l'1"

mlolph
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Tigers open with shutout; at UTEP tomorow

4

The UOP Tigers board
three field goals, one being 52
the plane today, heading for El
yards.
Paso and win number two after
Getting back to the opener,
opening with a shaky, but
Caddas sums up the victory by
nonetheless positive effort.
saying "A win is a win". 11 was
Displaying a stubborn
not impressive, although there
defense and an offense that
were many bright spots.
suffered at times from opening
Despite leg cramps that
game jitters, the Tigers tnat kept him out for awhile
blanked the Sacramento State
tailback Willard Harrell had
Hornets, 21-0 last Saturday
his usual good game, racking
night before 13,472 fans at up 178 yards on 19 carries
pacific Memorial Stadium.
including a 91-yard burst in the
Tomorrow, the Tigers face • final period.
a young, exciting team that
Caddas also mentioned
had the distinction of being No. tight end Greg Robinson, who
1 last year, abut it was for tne
was named offensive player of
bottom ten. The the game in his first action at
nation's
Texas-El Paso Miners didn't
that position. Robinson was the
win a game, going 0-11, but that starting center on last year's
doesn't fool Chester Caddas' team.
Caddas singled out his two
squad.
"They have one way to go,
catches, actually three but one
and that's up," said Caddas.
was called back. He also threw
•They want to prove that last
the key block to spring Harrell
loose on his 91-yarder.
year was a fluke.'
"They're a green team
The head coach was also
with several freshman," he
pleased with passing attack,
continued, "And they have a
which has suffered from a lack
whole new coaching staff along
of consistency the past two
with the best kicker in the
years. Quarterback Steve
western part of the country, if
Towne completed 6 of U for 117
not the entire U.S."
yards and had some good gains
He is referring to Bronco
called back because of
Belichesky, a bare-foot kicker penalties.
who is a threat any time the
On the other side of the
Miners cross mid-field. He line, Chester said that the
accounted for the Miners only defense
got
stronger
scoring in last year's game, in throughout the course of the
which the Tigers won 34-9,on
game. He singled out the

defensive ends, Marc Cook,
Dave Forrest, A1 Cleveland,
and Rudy Bonilla, as playing a
fine game. Cleveland won the
"Best Hit" award for his
sacking
of
Sacramento
quarterback Alex Guzman.
Linebacker Mark Davis
was named the game's
outstanding defensive player.
Davis redshirted last year
after
transferring
from
Hawaii and has two fine
games in a row, counting the
spring game.
The Hornets took the
opening kickoff and started
driving the ball right down
UOP's throats. But the Tiger
defense dug in and forced
kicker Roy Arreyque to miss
the first of three field goal
attempts.
The second time they got
the football, Pacific went to
work. Starting from their own
32, Towne moved them to the
Sac State four-yard line and
first and goal. After Harrell
lost six yards, Steve ran ten
yards on a broken play for the
touchdown.
THE
TIGERS scored
again in the second period as
they moved 56 yards with
Harrell covering the last seven
for his first 1974 score. UOP
went into the intermission
leading 14-0.

The second half was
highlighted by penalties that
killed off drive after drive and
a Tiger defense that just
wouldn't budge. Harrell broke
the scoreless second-half duel
with his electrifying run in the
last five minutes.
Caddas felt that the
penalties were a major key in
the second half and noted that
"some of them were good calls
by the officials and some of
them were mistakes."
"WE'LL GET better every
week. We have a lot of
inexperience and feel that now
our opening game jitters are
over and we can settle down to
playing good football."
Game time tomorrow
night is 6:30 PDT from the Sun
Bowl in El Paso. Wayne Welk
will call the game on KJOY
(1280) beginning with the pregame show at 6:15
Probable Tiger Lineups
OFFENSE

DEFENSE

SE Hank Marioni
LE Mark Cook
WT John Taylor
LT Pat Tittle
WG Steve Goodyear MG Bill Pierce
C Hank Englehardt RT Fred Linsey
SG Mel Visger
RE Dave Forrest
ST Morrison England LLB Mark Davis
TE Greg Robinson
RLB Rudy Viney
WB Oreasor Brown RV Jim Honegger
LHB L.J. Douglas
QB Steve Towne
TB Willard Harrell
RHB Mike Purcell
SAF Mike Kiley
FB Don Padilla
KS John Rodriguez

Tiger quarterback Steve Towne scores the first UOP
touchdown in last Saturday night's game against Sacramento
State. Towne scored on a fluke play when tailback Willard Harrel

First in a series

'Where are they now?'

Hearst

By JEFF METZGER
(Ed. note: This is the first
in a series of columns
appearing this year on past
Pacific athletes. If there is any
ex-Tiger that you would like to
know about, contact the
Pacifican and an attempt will
be made to feature him.)

mm.

Scrambling QB

the Hawks third guard last
year, behind Herm Gilliam and
Pete Maravich.
However, one of these
guards Joe Ellis, was at last
report is on the trade block. So
Errecart will have to beat out
two people. One of these,
Charlie Dudley, was out
played by John during the
rookie camp.
Among the guards in camp
are returning veterns Jeff
Mullins, Charles Johnson,
Butch Beard and rookie Phil
Smith USF.
Errecart
is
confident
about his chances. "I guess
I've rebuilt a little of my
confidence. I'm nervous-really
nervous-but I think 1 can do it . "
"I was really surprised"
that the plavers in the rookie
camp weren't better.
he
admitted. "But 1 touna out tne
NBA is a bit different game.
You're more or less on your
own on defense and it's really
physical."
Pacific basketball coach
Stan Morrison, who coached
Errecart the past two years, is
very proud of John and is
"quite impressed on how hard
he has worked on his own this
past summer. All of his
teammates and the whole UOP
program wish him the best of
luck."
With a little bit of luck and
whole lot of skill, it may be
John Errecart, No. 10, Golden
State Warriors.

Young water polo team <0T/le Paciiican
debuts at Hayward St.
By ANDY MILLER
UOP's waterpolo team
opens its season tomorrow
against the Hayward State
Pioneers at Hayward. Pacific
figures to be stronger than last,
year with top performers
returning with a
year's
valuable experience under
their belts.
Among those returning are
Craig
Schwartz,
John
Richards, Jeff Passeggi, Rick
Hendricks and goalies Gordy
Smith and Buddy Wesson. Am.
excellent crop of outstanding
freshmen are expected to
make Pacific a definite con
tender for the PCAA crown.
Two freshmen. Larry Stansfield and Steve Snider, made
the all-Nor Cal first team.
Snider is also the brother of last
year's captain. Randy Snider.
Another freshman ex
pected to see a lot of playing
time js Kit Fulmer, who was

the most outstanding player in
his Santa Barbara area league
Assistant coaen 10m
Kenney characterized this
year's team as very out
standing on the individual level
but he said, the key to the
team's success lies in the
ability of the coaching staff to
get this talent to work together.
While the team is pointing
to a successful season in league
competition and a possible
NCAA bid, Kenney said "We
are by no means overlooking
anyone."
While
Hayward State
should not figure to be much of
a problem for the Tigers,
head coach Connor Sutton
not want the team looking past
Hayward State to such pre
season opponets as Stanford
and top-rated Cal,not to •
mention a very strong PCAA
'league.

Although
this column
normally will feature athletes
from times past, the ex-Tiger
making headlines lately was a
June graduate of UOP.
John Errecart, the three
time all-PCAA standout was a
lowly sixth-round draft choice
by the Golden State Warroirs
and it's not often that a sixthrounder gets invited to camp,
let alone have a chance tc
make the 12-man team.
But he has gotten by the
first step, as one of five rookies
to be invited to the Warriors
pre-season camp that opens
next week. He earned the
invitation
following
an
impressive week-long rookie
camp that he attended in late
July and will be given a
contract if he makes the final
12 man club.
"John had a very good
rookie camp," said Hal Childs,
the Warriors public relations
director.
"He
was
By Pacifican Sports Staff
fundamentally sound in all
JOHN ERRECART
phases of the game." Childs
WEEK'S TOPPERS
stressed shooting and ball
UOP 31 - UTEP 6 - Alter an 0-11 first game of 1974.
handling as his strongest
season, the Miners will be fired
points.
up for this one. but when the Raiders 24 - Bills 17 - O.J. who?'
Errecart is one of eight
WARRIOR NOTES: It will
Tigers get through with them,
guards to be in uniform when
they will still be winless.
pre-season practices begin. be a new-look Warrior team
OTHER GAMES
The Warriors figure to keep when they take the court for the
Los Angeles 14 over Denver
USC 24 - Arkansas 17 - Only Miami 17 over New England
first time October 11 in Los
five, although Childs stresses
because the Razorbacks are Minnesota 7 over Green Bay
that the number is flexible. He Angeles. The big deal is the
playing on their home field will Chicago 1 over Detroit
said that they will keep the 12 trade that sent Nate Thurmond
position,
Enthusiastic is the word to center. In that
this one be close.
to
the
Chicago
Bulls
for
regulars
from
the
16
try
outs.
McDuffie
was
all-Superior
Pittsburgh 17 over Baltimore
describe
UOP
basketball
When John was invited to Clifford Ray, a draft choice
Cincinnati 7 over Cleveland
eoach Stan Morrison's feelings California.
Stanford 17-Penn State 14 This
and a whole lot of cash.
camp, he figured he'd be one of
The fourth newcomer is
Kansas City 4 over New York
el the four new freshman ball
week's
upset
special.
Don't
David Thiel from La Sierra. ' six guards trying for the five Thurmond has been with the
Atlanta 1 over Dallas
players he has brought to play
underrate the Cards.
spots. But since that time, the team since 1964.... Also missing
High in Carmichael. Standing
Arizona 7 over San Diego State
for Pacific this year.
Golden Staters have picked up is Jim Barnett who was picked
6'9", Thiel was all-city and allOhio
State 20 over Minnesota
49ers 21 - Saints 17 - Even
Morrison went mostly for Superior California, as he
two guards, including Steve by the New Orleans Jazz in the
Alabama 17 over Maryland
without
Spurrier
the
49ers
will
rebounding strength, but he averaged 16 points and 14 re
Bracey from Atlanta, who was expansion draft.
pick a good time to win their Florida 14 over California
also came up with a little man
bounds a game last year.
who is not so little on the
Morrison said that all four
basketball court.
will likely play on the Bengal
JV squad this year. "There
Walter Trotter is the only
from 8-10 a.m. and 1-3 p.m. 1.
Entries are being accepted
one of the four recruits who isn't so much pressure," he
There will also be a
for
the
football
intramural
holds meeting Monday
stands under 6'8". At 5'9", said, "and they can also have
meeting for those interested in
program, announced director
an
easier
time
getting
ad
Trotter is a guard whom
Rick Olson. September 26 is becoming referees, Monday
justed to college life."
Morrison expects to run the
night, Sept. 16 at 7 in the
Once again, the club will
opening day with qualifying
gallery
The Pacific Ice Hockey
He
mentioned
that
if
one
of
ball club in the near future.
intramural office.
hold its weekly practices on
and
practice
games
to
be
held
Club
(PIHC)
will
hold
its
them can help the team he will
Trotter, from Tacoma, Wash.
In addition, Olsen has organizational meeting on Tuesday night at the Oak Park
not hesitate to move them up to Sept. 18-24.
made all-city and honorable
announced the first annual
Monday, Sept. 16 in 242 Wendell Tee Arena. Practice sessions
the varsity level.
Mention all-state.
Intramural
Two—Man
There
will
again
be
three
Phillips
Center at 9:30 p.m. are designed to facilitate
„„ lobby.
"These are the kind ot
Walt has great quickness
divisions: two men's and one Volleyball Tourament to be
Returning players as well improvement as well as
players
with
whom
you
build
,'s a super passer,"
women's. Before Sept.20 $5.00 held at the new volleyball
perspective members should fulfilling the club's foremost
for
a
great
Morrison
said. "And the foundations
objective-having fun.
a
entry fee will be charged per court next to the gym. The
/•fit'
art
y
f.-om
attend.
program,"
said
Morrison.
ot
11
he <
"
..jewing
,,,.4
gazing thing is that he can
tournament will be held
team.
After
that,
$6.00
will
be
"They are fine students with
dunk."
Saturday Sept. 21 with 50 cents
excellent physical skills,and charged, and Olsen stresses entry charge per team. All
l<>»di,y , L and noon to
that
no
entries
will
be
accepted
Erom
Blair
High
School
in
are going to get bigger!
[q i w H e l
n
"rdi,y
after Sept. 24. Students can entries must he in before Sept.
asadena comes George
The Bengals will be
unday?20.
sign up in the intramural office
LOW RATES I
pier. At 6'6",he will play coached by Frank Evans last
orWard and is considered a
Will Apply
year's assistant varsity coach_
^nsational
leaper
by Evans, who originally ha.led
MEN'S
HAIR
SALES
on
purchase
vl°rrison.
Fowler was all- from this area, coached at
STYLING
Tho-Hi'^nl];.|1owslijt,tli!;ac
eague and played in the U.S
Winnipeg University. In his
-SMITH-CORONA
°'ym
IBM
HERMC5
Christ" - , gl?w^; Ip
BY
ipic
Development Second year there the earn
Pr'ogram
1)1'
Southern ^wa^ourtf^esur^anad^^
ELECTRIC
^LU.ond^^.atod"!: California.
AMOS RAMOS
TYPEWRITERS
I From
Monthly
MIXES
I.d
At 6'9", Andrew McDuffie,
III
AT
f
KSnJupi
MENTALLY
BEAT
and/®
KEG
BEER
Highlands
;X Morni^.vui j;u, s ®h'Sacramento's
ALVIN'S
effective relief
from
MANUAL TYPEWRHERS
WINES
was the leading high

Board strength, speed
mark new Bengal cagers

Hockey Club

r

last01 rebounder in the state
ae<in«

L

year. He hauled down 19
a game to go along with
D Points per game scoring
era®e' Morrison is very high
0n
McDuffie, who will play

occasional
mental
fatigue awaits you at...
Berea Baptist Church
ph. 478-6431 or 478-2869

LIQUORS

RENTAL

TYPEWRITER
CALCULATOR
(ADDING MACHINE

ICE
3286 WEST LANE
464-3886

WORKSHOP

By Appointment Only
2039PACIFIC

465-2048

SPORTS

JEFF

METZGER,

Page 5

sports editor

Friday, September 13, 1974

(peerless Predictors)

Intramural deadline nears

Bourbon
Street
Liquor

dropped the handoff and Towne picked up the loose ball and
scrambled ten yards for the score. Morrison England(74) throws
the key block.

^ business, machines

Student Special
3 months for $20.00

130 Nortn California-465-58911

Team defense
Freshman linebacker Bruce Gibson (29) and defensive end
Mark Cook (33) combined to stop a Sacremento State back for a
short gain in Saturday's second half action.

Attention golfers!
Golf coach Glen Albaugh
has announced a meeting for
all men and women interested
in intercollegiate golf. The

meeting will be held Monday,
September 16 at 5:30 in room
201 in the gym.

Quaint and Charming
Pure Nostalgia
DECORATED IN RARE
& BEAUTIFUL ANTIQUES
OLD TIME
OLD TIME
OLD TIME
OLD TIME
BREAD

ATMOSPHERE
GOODNESS
PRICES
HOT HOME MADE YEAST
DELIGHTFUL FOOD
AAA APPROVED

Charles and Charlotte, OwnersY

Otdc

463-0271

HooBier 1CM
1537 NORTH WILSON WAY

Friday, Sept e r T 1 b e r
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DELTA lroni pg. l
main campus." Doclilcrman
explained. "Eventually. the
two sites w ill Iteennneeled w ilit
walkways and streets."
Money lor I he $4..") million
purchase was obtained on a
loan from the Hank of Stockton.
Doclilcrman
noted
I luij
const met ion of nine new
buildings would cost in excess
ol $11 million.
DELTA STUDENTS will
continue to attend classes at

Marion Stephensen, Woodrot,
_. Wilson Senior Fellow,
n speaks at UOP next week

The Greater Pacific Campus

I he old campus site until Jan..
1976. when the new facilities
will be ready.
"It is an unusual oppor
tunity for a university to be
able togel 4;i acres of hind right
next door that offers such
excellent facilities." ex
claimed Doehterman. We have
been working towards this
acquisition for over a decade.
It 11 be a wonderful addition to"
the campus."

Marion Stephenson, vice
president of planning in the
NBC radio division, will be on
campus Monday through next
Friday as part of the Woodrow
Wilson Senior Fellowship pro
gram. She will be holding a
number of meetings and dis
cussions concerning varied
aspects of communications
and the roles of women in
business and politics.

It is the largest single ex
pansion in the 124->ear history
of the university.

Students embark for Japan
Approximately 40 Callison
College sophomores left last
week for an academic year of
study in Japan.
Upon arrival in Japan,
they will lake a six-week orien
tation class to increase their

DEAN from pg. 1
dination of all academic pro
grams at UOF.
Chambers said that she
expects the AVPS Committee
will resume its meetings and
selection process during the
spring semester. It is expected
thai a permanent appoint
ment w ill be made lor the 197576 academic year.
Hand has been dealt of
COP since 1972. He was asso
ciate dean at COP for three
years, a faculty member at
Haymond College for five years
and on COP's English Depart
ment laeulty for seven years.
Chambers noted that a
committee to select an acting
(lean for COP has just been
formed.

understan ding ol the Japanese
language and culture at the
Kyoto
Foreign
Language
School.
The students will then di
vide into three groups to
pursue academic studies, to
pursue cultural
interests
(Japanese art forms, crafts,
farming and social rituals) and
to participate in a work-study
program involving Japanese
businesses. Students in all
three areas are required to live
with a Japanese family.
At the end of the academic
year next spring, all the
students will attend seminar
type classes at Sophis Univer
sity in Tokyo before returning
to the U.S.
These students are the se
venth class to spend a year
abroad as part of the Callison
program, and they are the
third group to visit Japan.
Callison
operates
the
largest U.S. student program
in Japan and is also the onlv
U.S. college to structure the
overseas
experience
in
academic, cultural and workstudy areas.

The meetings, open to
students.
faculty
and
community
residents,
are

taking
place
under the
auspices ol the lellowship
program. The purpose ol the
program is to promote greater
contact, understanding and
sharing
of
ideas
and
experiences
between
the
campus and the community.
Stephenson will be in
volved in a panel discussion on
the "Role of Media in a Demo
cratic Society
to be pre
sented Monday at 7:30 p.m. in
the Gold Room. She will also be
a guest lecturer in several
classes throughout the week.

Abandon*
Health Cat

MARION STE

FIRST

UOP

CLASS

AT

DELTA

UOP professors receive promotions

Film Animation students in Greater Pacific B-5

after years of service

a 16-hourold infant- clad in
hirt and towel and
a te*jfnsjedea papei'bag wiUl
Tenure has beengran Pl"attatched note was found
Dr. Glen R. Albaugh t f tdav evening by the east
A

Several promotions and
the granting of tenure to many
UOP faculty members became
effective Sept. 1.
Advancing from associate
professor to professor were Dr.
Anne Funkhouser. Dr. Paul J.
Hauben and Dr. J. Calvin Potts
of COP: Dr. John K.Brown and
Dr. Madhukar G. Chaubal at
the School of Pharmacy: Dr.
George P. Blum at Raymond;
Dr. Thomas C. Coleman at the
School of Education; Howard
Engle at McGeorge School of

Scholarship fund
set in memory

DR. CLIFFORD
J. HAND

Law, and Dr. Christopher F.
Bentley and Dr. Arthur M.
LaVere at the School ol
Dentistry.

Advancing from assistant
professor
to
associate
professor were Dr. Michael H.
Ballot, Dr. Robert T. Knigh
ton, Dr. Tapan Munroe, Dr.
Dale W. McNeal, Dr. Horst
Sylvester and Dr. William R.
Topp at COP; Dr. R. Orpinela
at Raymond; Dr. Gerald
Hewitt at Callison; Dr. Shirley
M. Jennings at the School of
Education; Dr. Donald DaGrade at the Conservatory of
Music, and Dr. Delntar W.
Byerly, Dr. Stephen Cohen, Dr.
Charles M. Eliason, Dr.
Nemesio J. Paredes and Dr.
Mario W. Pieri at the School of
Dentistry.

2'S.o

3

Gwj

September 17, 1974.

of Earl Warren

SPEECH ARTS BUILDING
Future UOP drama facility

''"

Dr. Lee E. Christians,]
s,,Kk
Robert S. Cox., Dr J
Fennell,
Dr. Francif
Hunter. Dr. W. Michael
security. Viijfiniii
and Dr. Sidney Turofi a , jjeafnun. a receptionist
at the
Dr. John D. Smith
Sealth Center, discovered the
David N. Lyon at R a yi
toby frl. at b:35 P"m
Dr. Madeline J. Bunnin received a phone call Iron, a
W. Preston Gleason an woman on Manchester Ave
Helmut H.
Riemer wh0 claimed thai someone sa w
School of Education: Dat a baby in a paper bag outside
at the Conservatory: [
the center. Dearmin found the
and Robert F. O'NJ infant and
called Campus
McGeorge, and Byerlyl
SecurityRobert H. Christoflerstj
LeRoy D. Cagnone. Dr.J
A NOTE, attached to Oil
Crampton,
LaVere, paper bag, read: "Please give
Armand A. Lugussy. I) the baby love and a good home.
ward M. Myers. Dr.
Her mom and dad could noi do
Nevitt and Dr. DonaldE
this. Thanks. Born 2:01 a.m.
at the School of Dentistn

Authorities indicated that
the baby was in good health.
The infant was taken to St.
Joseph's II ospital.
The

The
Earl
Warren
Memorial Scholarship has
been established at UOP in
memory of the jurist who died
last July.
Dr. Stanley E. McCaffrey.
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UOP president, recently
announced that the scholarship
is being established "as a
living memorial to the memory
of a man who was one of the
great citizens of our nation and
the world."
"Warren, former Califor
nia governor and chief justice
of U.S. Supreme Court for 16
years, was a friend of Pacific
for
nearly
50
years,"
McCaffrey said. He was a per
sonal friend of McCaffrey and
former UOP presidents Tully
C. Knoles and Roert E. Burns
and delivered a commence
ment address at Pacific's
McGeorge School of Law. He
was the principal speaker
when Burns was inaugurated
as president at the university
in 1947. Warren received an
honorary Doctor of Law de
gree from UOP.
The scholarship amount
ing to $1,000 annually, will be
awarded starting this fall to
"an outstanding and de
serving student who has an in
terest in law, government or
some area of public service."

AUTO ELECTRIC SHOP
Maintenance department will take over shop buildings

New department heads chosen at COP

•

•

: Journalists

:

: wanted

•

•

Four
long-time COP
department chairmen recently
retired from administrative
duties. COP Dean Clifford J.
Hand said theirretirement was
voluntary and was part of a
new policy at COP that
involves a rotation of depart
ment chairmen every two or
three years.

LOVE IS
Love is a giving thing,
so give the gift of love
• • • a Keepsake diamond ring.
Choose from perfect solitaires,
beautiful matched sets and trios
Modern and traditional settings
in precious 14K gold. Keepsake,

The four are: Dr. Emerson
G. Cobb, chairman of the
chemistry department since
1948: Dr. Malcom H. Moule,
chairman of
the history
department since 1965: Dr.
Carl E. Wulfman, Chairman of
the physics department since
1961; Dr. M. Lewis Mason,
chairman of the sociology

department since 1964.
Hand named the new
department chairmen as Dr.
Donald Wedegaertner in
chemistry. Dr. Harold S.
Jacoby in sociology, Dr
Walter A. Payne in history and
Dr. Andres Rodrigues in
physics.
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KUOP-FM radio station receive,

A $19,833 grant from the
Corporation for Public Broad
casting has been awarded to

j
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A mandatory interview
session is scheduled for l p m

INTRODUCING '

-

Applications are now be
ing accepted for reporters
photographers and the paste
p
up staff.
•
Pacinian staff members
receive course credit for ACO
89apsu "Mass Media: Journa
lism Fieldwork" taught by Dan
Walters. The class will meet
ol North Hall.

there is no finer diamond ring.'

i

•

KUOP-FM,

UOB's ,

commercial public rud 1,
lion.
Clyde Robi nsoib y
manager, said the con" 1
service grant is for
and will allow thestati'"'
pund its local broach'- 1 '
vices.
"We will broudefs'J
30-minule local and "j
news program.
Robinson. "In additi""•,
air a 14-week BBl F'j"
series which explains'
if is in the 20th ccntu'Tj
The grant funds
be used to increase si- 1 j
the station and provid1
scholarships to sU'd'"
gram producers.
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